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Task for Single Asian Female 
Sample discussion questions 

1. What is the relevance of the title to the overall ideas, themes, views or values in the 
text? 

2. How would you describe Michelle Law’s writing style? What kind of idiosyncrasies or 
stylistic choices in her work contribute to or enhance its meaning? 

3. How would this story develop if it took place in a different country, or with characters 
from a different background? 

4. Which character was most engaging for you and why? 

5. What do you think motivates each of the characters? Can you relate to those motives? 

6. What do you think was the most crucial moment in the text? Why? 

7. Is there a scene that has stayed in your memory? What was it, and how was it 
important to the development of the story? 

8. Has studying this text changed your views or ideas? How? 

9. What did you think about the stage directions, and how did they help you to 
understand the mood or tone of the play? 

10. What is the overall tone of the play? How does this enhance the work or illuminate the 
message that Law is attempting to explore? 

11. Is there a hero in the text? Do any of the characters fit the archetype of a hero? What 
are their characteristics? 

12. Can you draw any similarities between this play and another work? How do the texts 
compare? 

13. What is the key conflict in this play? Support your response with examples from the 
text. 

14. What is the role of the play’s setting? How does the family restaurant/home ground 
the text? 

15. How would the inclusion of additional monologues influence the play’s direction? Give 
examples of where these may have affected the plot in a positive/negative manner? 

16. Are there any similarities between this text and your own life? Explain the situation and 
draw connections to the text. 
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